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A Figure 12—14's window has been enlarged from the default. Like all

of AOL's windows, the Instant Message window can be sized as

you please. If you want to change the size of a window penna-
nently, choose Remember Size from the Windows menu after you

have sized the window to your satisfaction.

A You cannot receive or send Instant Messages while in a free area
such as the Members’ Online Guide. America Online closes any

open Instant Message windows when you enter a free area.

is Determine where the intended recipient is before sending an
Instant Message by clicking the Available? button in the I.nstant

Message window. This feature tells you if the recipient is online,

and if so, whether he or she can receive Instant Messages. It also

tells you if a member is in a chat room, in which case you might

want to go to that room rather than send an Instant Message.

15; If the recipient is online but in a free area, in the process of down-
loading or in some other way unable to receive an Instant Message,

AOL tells you—-after it unsuccessfully tries to deliver the message.

(is Instant Messages are accompanied by a "ti.n1<erbell” sound and the
Instant Message window becomes the frontmost window on your
screen. The Preferences command under the Members menu allows

you to change these options, but most people prefer the high

degree of priority Instant Messages receive without changing their

preferences.
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A You can log Instant Messages (handy for “phone "-style Instant
Messages such as those I exchange with Pam) by choosing Logs
from the File menu‘.

ii; If you don’t want to be disturbed by Instant Messages, you can turn
them off at any time by sending an Instant Message to "$im_o "
(without the quotation marks, with the dollar sign, and always in
lowercase). Include a character or two as text for the message;

otherwise AOL will respond with a ”cannot send empty Instant

Message” error. A single character will do. To turn Instant Mes-

sages back on, send an Instant Message to ”$i1n_on.”
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Center Stage 8: Rotunda

America Online offers two special chat rooms called Center Stage and

Rotunda. This is the format AOL uses to present special guests or to

offer ”game shows” for members to play.

Typically, members attending a Rotunda or Center Stage event sit in
"rows” of seats in the audience. Each rowhas a limited number of

seats. This is how AOL accommodates alarge audience of members

without exceeding its own 23-member room capacity. Your chat win-

dow contains the text of everything that's happening on stage, along

with comments from other members in your row (but not from mem-

bers in other rows). You can change rows if you like, as long as there's

an empty seat in that row, and you can turn off the comments of mem-

bers in your row if they're distracting.

Provision is usually made to submit questions or comments to the
people onstage. The event’s host receives your message and (option-

ally) delivers it to the guest for a response.

Center Stage and Rotunda schedules are posted each day and are
available by using the keyword: Center Stage or the keyword Rotunda
(see Figure 12-15). There are many other “large-room” events spon-

sored by individual forums as well. To see their schedules, use the
keyword TITF (Tonight in the Forums).
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figure 12-15: The '“
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Rules for the Center Stage game shows are available by opening the

Game Show Rules folder pictured in Figure 12-15. Read them before

you take part in a game. Game shows are often profitable: winning
contestants are awarded free connect time.

The person i.n charge of Center Stage—AOL’s "theater djstrict"—is

Amy Arnold. Another team player who has come up through the ranks,

Amy recruits the guests who have filled her four auditoria to capacity

recently—something that rarely happened before she took over.

As I mentioned a moment ago, the Center Stage feature is often used

to present special guests to members. One of those recently featured

was Guy Kawasaki. Kawasaki is the former Director of Software Prod-

uct Management at Apple Computer, and as such was one of the key

players in the success of the Macintosh personal computer.

Guy left Apple in 1987 to start his own software company. An

author, he’s written The Macintosh Way, Selling the Dream, Database 101,

and The Computer Curmudgeon. Formerly he was a columnist for Mactlser

magazine. Portions of his Center Stage transcript appear below.

Marge Hawk: I-Ii Guy! Welcome to Center Stage!

Mac Way: Hi all!
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Marge Hawk:

Mac Way:

Mac Way:

Mac Way:

Question:

Mac Way:

Question:

Mac Way:

Question:

Mac Way:

Question:

Mac Way:

Question:

Mac Way:
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Do you plan on writing a biography?

Who would care about my biography?

I am just a Diligent Oriental who did okay in Silicon
Valley. .

Not like I am Bill Gates or Steve Jobs.

What would be one thing you would like to change in the

computer industry?

Good question. Let me Several things come to
mind 1) Level" of compensation for Apple execs. Nah, too
obvious. 2) Software piracy. Nah, too greedy. 3) Assump-

tion that you have to have lots of money to start a com-

pany. This is it. I want everybody out there to have the
courage and masochism to start new companies and not
listen to the prevailing or“ that it takes lots of (vc) money.

Guy, do you recommend living in the Silicon Valley area
to young people trying to get into the computer industry?

It is not really necessary. I think the place to start in the
business is in field sales. That way you can learn about

rejection and what customers want. If you work in the
Valley, in the headquarters of companies, you tend to lose
touch with customers because you live in the "Tower.”

I am an avid PC user and I have recently read your book.

Can you give me one good reason why I should buy an
Apple? ’

Sure. You can never have too fast a car, too many silk

blouses, or too easy a computer to use. How many apps

do you really use? I bet a Macintosh owner can use more.

Guy, Do you think Apple has sold out Mac evangelism
and religion in favor of market share, ”strategic" alliances
and business footholds?

Another good question. I don't think Apple "sold out.” I
think it just "leased” it for a while. When they need good,
ole evangelism for the next computer, they’ll get back the
feelings. Toward the end of the Apple 11, there wasn't
much "evangelism" for it either.

Do you think there will ever be an end to the Windows/
Macintosh "debate?”

Never. What else do the press and analysts have to write
about? You can say you heard it here first. The world can
be divided into two groups: 1) those who can do, and 2)
those who can’t. Those who can't and can write, become
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